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Abstract

Chemical shift MRI is widely used for identifying adenomas, but it is not a perfect method. We determined whether combined dynamic MRI methods can lead to improved diagnostic accuracy. Fifty-seven adrenal masses were examined by chemical shift and dynamic MR imaging using 2 MR systems. The masses included 38 adenomas and 19 non-adenomas. In chemical shift MRI studies, the signal intensity index (SI) was calculated, and the lesions classified into 5 types in the dynamic MRI studies. Of the 38 adenomas studied, 37 had an SI greater than 0. In the dynamic MRI, 34 of 38 adenomas showed a benign pattern (type 1). If the SI for the adenomas in the chemical shift MRI was considered to be greater than 0, the positive predictive value was 0.9, and the negative predictive value was 0.94 and kappa = 0.79. If type 1 was considered to indicate adenomas in the dynamic MRI, the corresponding values were 0.94, 0.81 and kappa = 0.77 respectively. The results obtained when the 2 methods were combined were 1, 0.95 and kappa = 0.96 respectively. The chemical shift MRI was found to be useful for identifying adenomas in most cases. If the adrenal mass had a low SI (0 < SI < 5), dynamic MRI was also found to be helpful for making a differential diagnosis.
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A

drone masses are often detected during abdominal CT examinations. Benign non-functioning adenomas are found by CT in 0.6% of the adult population [1]. Among cancer patients, 8.6%-27% have an adrenal metastasis at autopsy [2-4]. In 330 patients with non-small cell bronchogenic carcinoma, it was found that an isolated adrenal mass was more likely to be benign than metastatic [5]. The adrenal gland is therefore a common site for both benign and malignant masses. It is clinically important to distinguish adenomas from malignant masses, especially in cancer patients.

Malignant lesions have prolonged T1 and T2 relaxation times. A number of reports have suggested that adrenal masses can be histologically characterized based on the findings of T1- and T2-weighted MR imaging. When the cutoff value of the T2 relaxation time in the benign range (< 60 mse) was used, the overlap remained within 13% [6]. Overlap occurred in 35% of the T1-weighted SE images [7].

Recently, there have been some reports that chemical shift MR imaging is more useful for differentiating adrenal masses than other methods. Mitchell et al. [8] described the use of chemical shift MR imaging to differentiate benign adrenocortical masses from malignant masses. Benign adrenocortical masses often contain lipid, but metastases and pheochromocytomas do not. This distinction was found in 43 of 44 masses. The cutoff for discriminating between adenomas and other masses is a
signal intensity index (SI) of 5% [9] or 3% [10], which means that an SI from 0% to 5% is considered an equivocal reading, in order to reduce false negatives. The SI is defined as the percentage of signal remaining in the opposed-phase image relative to the in-phase image.

Fast gradient echo imaging permits not only examination during suspended respiration with high image quality, but also the visualization of functional processes after the administration of a contrast agent. Adenomas exhibit moderate enhancement and rapid washout. Malignant masses and pheochromocytomas, on the other hand, show pronounced enhancement and a markedly slower washout. The degree of overlap is almost 10% [11, 12].

Both dynamic imaging and chemical shift MR imaging are useful for the differential diagnosis of adrenal masses, but these methods overlap to some degree, and the most effective application of these 2 methods has not yet been established. The purpose of the present study was to determine whether using both methods in combination could lead to an improvement in diagnostic accuracy.

Materials and Methods

Patients. Over a 6-year period (from February 1994 to July 2000), 53 patients (30 men and 23 women; age range, 30–84 years; mean age, 55.7 years) with 57 adrenal masses underwent MR imaging after the detection of an adrenal mass by CT. The masses included 38 adenomas (0.6–11 cm), 9 pheochromocytomas (2.8–7.5 cm), 6 metastases (2.3–3.8 cm), 2 myelolipomas (5.1 and 7.8 cm), 1 adrenocortical carcinoma (7.3 cm), and 1 lymphangiendo (2 cm). The adenomas included 32 non-hyper-functioning adenomas and 6 hyper-functioning adenomas (3 with Cushing’s disease, 3 with primary aldosteronism). The benign adrenal masses were surgically confirmed to be non-malignant in 10 masses, while the other masses underwent follow-up CT scanning at least 1 year later, with no changes observed in the sizes of these masses. The diagnosis was surgically confirmed in all masses with pheochromocytoma, myelolipoma, or adrenocortical carcinoma. One metastatic adrenal mass was confirmed at autopsy, while follow-up CT scans showed an increase in the size of the mass in the other masses. Of the metastatic lesions, 4 were from lung adenocarcinoma, and 2 from hepatocellular carcinoma.

MR imaging. The MR images were obtained with 1.5-T superconducting systems (MAGNETOM H15 and MAGNETOM Vision; Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). For the Vision system, the body-array coil was used in all cases, and for the H15 system, the body coil was used. In-phase and opposed-phase gradient-echo axial images were obtained during suspended respiration. For the H15 system, TR = 100 msec, TE = 13/11 msec (in-phase/opposed-phase), flip angle = 20°, and slice thickness = 5 mm. For the Vision system, TR = 100 msec, TE = 9/7 msec (in-phase/opposed-phase), flip angle = 30°, and slice thickness = 5 mm. For the Vision system, the double echo sequence to acquire both in-phase and opposed-phase images simultaneously were used in 11 cases. Dynamic MRI was used to obtain coronal images using a gradient-echo technique (FLASH 3D for the H15, FISP 3D for the Vision), with TR/TE = 5.8/2.8 msec, flip angle = 30°, and matrix = 168 × 256 (H15) or TR/TE = 5/2 msec, flip angle = 25°, and matrix = 128 × 256 with a fat saturation pulse in 27 cases (Vision). In each sequence, the respiration suspension time was 20–30 sec. The images were obtained before the intravenous administration of 0.1 mmol/kg of Gd-DTPA (Magnevist; Schering, Osaka, Japan) and then 4 times at 35 sec intervals after administration. Delayed images were also obtained about 5 min after administration.

Data Analysis. In the chemical shift MRI studies, the signal intensity index (SI) was calculated as follows: SI = (Sn(A/S) – Sopposed(A/S))/Sn(A/S) × 100, where Sn,A is the signal intensity of the adrenal lesion on in-phase images, Sn,S is the signal intensity of the spleen on in-phase images, Sopposed,A is the signal intensity of the adrenal lesion on opposed-phase images, and Sopposed,S is the signal intensity of the spleen on opposed-phase images. An SI greater than 0 was assumed to indicate a benign lesion. In double echo sequences, it was not necessary to calculate a reference value (signal intensity of the spleen).

In the dynamic MRI studies, the lesions were classified into 5 types as follows:

1. rapid enhancement and rapid washout
2. rapid enhancement and slow washout
3. slow enhancement and slow washout
4. slow enhancement
5. no enhancement

Rapid enhancement was defined as the maximum enhancement observed before the second phase, and slow enhancement was defined as the maximum enhancement observed in a later phase. Rapid washout was defined as a signal intensity less than 80% of the maximum enhance-
ment in the delayed phase, and slow washout was defined as a signal intensity greater than 80% of the maximum enhancement in the delayed phase. Lesions classified as type 1 were assumed to be benign.

The regions of interest (ROIs) were set as large as possible while still being representative of the particular tissue. The ROIs were set up so that they might become as similar as possible between the in-phase and opposed-phase. In addition, the ROIs were set up so that the different phases of the dynamic MRIs could be measured. The ROIs were measured 3 times, and the 2 nearest values were averaged.

The positive predictive value and the negative predictive value for the adenomas of each method were calculated. The results of each method were quantified using the kappa statistic. Kappa statistic values greater than 0.7 typically indicated good agreement, whereas values between 0.4 and 0.7 reflected moderate agreement. We have studied further the usefulness of dynamic MRI over chemical shift MRI. If dynamic MRI is performed in mistaken results in chemical shift MRI, calculated same way as above. Differences in the diagnostic capabilities of the 2 MR systems employed were analyzed using the chi-squared test.

Results

In chemical shift MRI studies, the SI values were between −14 and 60 for adenomas, −16 to 18 for pheochromocytomas, −13 to −1 for metastases, −12 for cancer, 71 and 76 for myelolipomas, and 15 for lymphangioma (Fig. 1). Of the 38 adenomas studied, 37 had an SI greater than 0. One adenoma had an SI of −14 (Fig. 2). This mass was resected, and showed marked gray-red hemorrhagic degeneration, with tiny areas of yellow nodular adenoma seen in red areas of fresh hemorrhage. In dynamic MRI, this adenoma showed a malignant pattern (type 4) (Fig. 3).

In the dynamic MRI, 34 of the 38 adenomas showed rapid enhancement and rapid washout (type 1) (Table 1). Three adenomas that did not show a benign pattern on dynamic MRI showed a benign pattern in chemical shift MRI (SI = 7, 1, 9). The remaining adenoma had an SI of −14, as mentioned previously. Two metastases from HCC showed a benign pattern on the dynamic MRI (Figs. 4, 5). No other malignant masses showed a benign pattern.

If the SI for adenomas in chemical shift MRI is considered to be greater than 0, the positive predictive value is 0.9 (37/41), and the negative predictive value is 0.94 (15/16) and $\kappa = 0.79$. If type 1 is considered to indicate adenomas in dynamic MRI, the positive predictive value is 0.94 (34/36), and the negative predictive value is 0.81 (17/21) and $\kappa = 0.77$. If dynamic MRI is performed in mistaken chemical shift MRI results, the positive predictive value is 1 (37/37), and the negative predictive value is 0.95 (19/20) and $\kappa = 0.96$.

Three of the 4 adenomas with an SI in the equivocal range (0 < SI < 5) showed a benign pattern in dynamic MRI (Figs. 6, 7).

![Signal intensity index (SI) values of adrenal tumors. Of the 38 adenomas studied, 37 had an SI greater than 0.](image)
Fig. 2  Adenoma. T1-weighted (a) and T2-weighted (b) images show a heterogeneous tumor. The area of degeneration showed high signal intensity on the T2-weighted image. In-phase (c) and opposed-phase (d) gradient echo images are also shown. The opposed-phase image did not demonstrate low signal intensity compared with the in-phase image.

Fig. 3  Adenoma. Dynamic contrast-enhanced images show slow enhancement (Type 4) (before (a), early (b), and delayed (c)).
Table 1  Types in dynamic MRI for the differentiation of adrenal masses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>Type 2</th>
<th>Type 3</th>
<th>Type 4</th>
<th>Type 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adenoma</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pheochromocytoma</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metastases</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myelolipoma</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphangioma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4  Metastasis from HCC. In-phase (a) and opposed-phase (b) gradient echo images and a subtraction image (c) show SI = 6.7 (malignant pattern). Post-contrast-enhanced image (d) shows slight enhancement.

Fig. 5  Metastasis from HCC. Dynamic contrast-enhanced images show Type 1 (before (a), early (b), and delayed (c)).
Fig. 6  Adenoma. T1-weighted (a) and T2-weighted (b) images demonstrate internal degeneration. In-phase (c) and opposed-phase (d) gradient echo images are also shown. The SI is 4 (gray zone).

Fig. 7  Adenoma. Dynamic contrast-enhanced images show Type 1 in the periphery and slow enhancement (Type 4) in the center (before (a), early (b), and delayed (c)). This central region corresponds to degeneration, which shows high signal intensity on T2-weighted images.
Discussion

Most benign non-hyperfunctioning adrenal adenomas consist of large, lipid-laden cells similar to those of the zona fasciculata. Adenomas can contain variable proportions of cells of the zona reticularis, small cells that appear dark by light microscopy due to their compact, lipid-poor cytoplasm. In some adenomas, the small dark cells of the zona reticularis predominate [13]. Aldosterone-secreting adenomas typically show a proliferation of cells of the zona glomerulosa, small cells with an intermediate number of lipid cytoplasmic inclusions [14]. Most commonly, there is a mixture of cells of the zona fasciculata and zona glomerulosa, but some adenomas are composed entirely of cells of the zona glomerulosa. Thus, both non-hyperfunctioning and hyperfunctioning adenomas can contain highly variable amounts of lipid [15].

Metastases to the adrenal glands reflect the histological features of the primary mass. Therefore, few would be expected to contain lipid in the cytoplasm. However, some masses, such as clear cell subtype renal cell carcinomas, contain cytoplasmic lipid, which can lead to confusion in the evaluation of these masses. Postmortem studies have found that adrenal adenoma occurs more frequently in elderly women, obese persons, diabetics, and patients with carcinoma of the respiratory tract, stomach, prostate, bladder, or kidney [16, 17]. Patients with renal cell carcinoma have 4 times the incidence of adrenal adenoma or hyperplasia compared to the general population. For these reasons, the differential diagnosis of metastases and adenomas in renal cell carcinoma patients is difficult.

Primary adrenal carcinoma can show variable amounts of lipid in the cytoplasm. Well-differentiated adrenal carcinomas can contain lipid in amounts comparable to those found in adenomas, making them difficult to distinguish histologically. Pheochromocytomas may occasionally contain normal lipid-rich adrenocortical cells in the mass or may even undergo lipid degeneration.

Many studies have reported the differentiation of adrenal masses based on the CT attenuation value [18–22]. None have reported a malignant adrenal mass with a density of less than 0 HU. If a threshold of greater than 0 HU is set, malignant lesions may be incorrectly identified as adenomas. Such undesirable overlap occurred in 14% of the cases examined with this method.

Leroy-Willig et al. [23] have demonstrated that in vivo MR spectroscopic imaging is useful for distinguishing between adrenal carcinomas and adenomas based on differences in lipid content. Only one adenoma had lipid content lower than 7%, which overlapped that of the carcinomas. Mitchell et al. [8] described the use of chemical shift MR imaging in differentiating between benign adrenal masses and metastases. Tsushima et al. [9] reported that adrenal lesions with an SI of less than 5% were metastatic masses or pheochromocytomas, and that adrenal lesions with an SI greater than 5% were adenomas. The characterization of adrenal masses based on the amount of cytoplasmic lipid by pathological examination is not perfect, so other methods for characterization must be developed. Krestit et al. [11, 12] reported that dynamic studies after the administration of Gd-DTPA can provide additional information in the delineation and differentiation of adrenal masses. Adenomas showed moderate enhancement and rapid washout, whereas malignant masses and pheochromocytomas showed pronounced enhancement and markedly slower washout (which may be due to increased perfusion and changes in the permeability of capillary vessels). Using this method, the lesions were successfully identified in more than 90% of cases (31 of 34). A dynamic sequence with acquisition at intervals of about 35 sec is needed to evaluate perfusion in greater detail. Our results therefore confirm the findings of earlier studies which showed that both chemical shift and dynamic MR imaging are useful.

Of the 38 adenomas in the present study, 11 contained internal degeneration. All areas of degeneration showed high signal intensity on T2-weighted images (Fig. 6b) and slow enhancement in dynamic MRI studies (Fig. 7). The T1-weighted images showed various signal intensities. Three adenomas were surgically resected and were found to contain areas of absorption and vascularization by histological examination. The radiological findings were suggestive of malignancy in these areas. If a mass showed typical findings of an adenoma in some areas, it was not difficult to distinguish from a malignant mass. However, if an adenoma contained large areas of degeneration and only small areas of adenoma (Figs. 2, 3), it was difficult to identify as an adenoma based on the radiological findings. In such cases, it was not possible to draw an accurate ROI on the lesion, because of the difficulty of distinguishing between non-degenerated and degenerated components.

Chemical shift MRI is an important technique that shows great promise in discriminating between adenomas
and other masses. The images obtained by subtracting in-phase images from opposed-phase images permit lipid in all parts of the mass to be identified easily. The presence of areas of high signal intensity on subtraction images suggests an adenoma.

Dynamic MRI also shows great potential in the differential diagnosis of adrenal masses, but contrast medium must be used in this method, making it more invasive and expensive. Therefore, this method is not suitable for all patients. If the results of the chemical shift MRI clearly indicate adenoma, it is not necessary to perform further examinations. In the present study, 3 adenomas showed a malignant pattern in the dynamic MRI. All of these masses had low SI values (SI = 7, 1, 9), and all were examined using the H15 MR system. For the Vision MR system, all masses with a low SI (0 < SI < 5) showed a benign pattern in dynamic MRI studies. These differences were not statistically significant. For the Vision system only, all adenomas with a low SI (identified as non-adenomas in a previous study) showed a benign pattern in dynamic MRI. If an adrenal mass shows a benign pattern in dynamic MRI, it is very likely to be an adenoma, but caution is needed when making this diagnosis, because it could also be a metastasis from HCC (Figs. 4, 5).

Our study has some limitations. First, a pathological diagnosis was not obtained on all of the masses. In particular, other types of masses may be present, although the diagnosis of some of the adenomas did not show change at the prolonged follow-up date. Since 2 different machines (a new one and old one) were used, the results may have been affected by this difference. Because few masses had a low SI (0 < SI < 5), it was difficult to determine the usefulness of dynamic MRI over chemical shift MRI.

In conclusion, chemical shift MRI is useful for identifying adenomas in most cases. If an adenoma mass has a low SI, dynamic MRI can also be helpful in the differential diagnosis of adrenal masses.
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